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Meta Reach & Audience

*** Facebook reach decreased due to several viral posts in Q1, but our reach continues to
surpass our audience each month of Q2, which is a department benchmark of success for
2023. Meta advertising acquisition costs remained under 2 cents per impression for Q2.



Impressions: 11,373

We continue to use Twitter to engage partners, liking

and sharing their posts, while beginning to walk away

from the platform. As it begins to transition to

prioritized paid accounts, we've consistently lost

followers each month since last October. We've also

lost access to impresssion data more than 1 year old,

making a Q2 2022 to Q2 2023 comparisson

impossible.

Q2 2023 • April - June

Twitter Summary

Opportunity to Diversify:

Limiting our time and focus on Twitter has allowed us to look towards other platforms, adding

Pinterest and TikTok into our portfolio of social media presence. A report on our progress with

those platforms will be available next quarter.



 Home Page
Top Pages Visited:

1.
   2.Book Direct Lodging
   3. Events Page
   4. Watkins Glen State Park
   5. Things-to-Do - Wineries

 Map
Top Site Searches:

1.
   2. Bike
   3. Camping
   4. Eclipse
   5. Fireworks

*** Age and gender demographic remain remarkably similar year-over-year, an indicator
that we continue to acquire targeted users. However, only about 1/4 of visitor demographic

data is provided. Hopefully this increases with GA4.



Google Analytics - Acquisition 

*** Notable is a 2 percent increase in direct traffic, likely attributable to an increase in
repeat users of the site.



*** Referrals really heat up after May 16 and consistently eclipse average daily referral
rates, putting us about 600 referrals ahead of Q2 2022.



February Google Ad Performance

*** Ad impressions increased dramatically in June after working on our Google Business
profile. Q2 acquisition costs are 6 cents per impression. We have not been advertising with

Google long enough to benchmark quarter to quarter.



*** We continue to enjoy the highest search visibility and domain authority of anyone
marketing the Finger Lakes. A key challenge will be to make sure this continues in the

transition to a new website.



Recap and Recommendations: 

For Q2 2023, website traffic was up about 16 percent (users) vs. Q2 2022, due to
the strength of US and Canadian travel interest vs. this time last year. 

On Facebook, fewer viral posts in Q2 vs. Q1 2023 resulted in an indication of
lower reach, but our reach continues to eclipse our audience month-over-month
and we can comfortably project that cumulative 2023 reach will exceed 2022
reach.

In the month of June, our Google ads nearly tripled the previous month's
impression count, due to some work on our Google Business account. 

Our SEO keyword rankings remain positive. Our search visibility is highest
among anyone marketing the Finger Lakes and tracked keywords continue to
move up and down the rankings list only marginally, then returning to #1 within
the month.

BookDirect referrals were up by about 600 referrals in Q2 2023 vs. Q2 2022, with
searches and referrals greatly increased about 10 days before the Memorial Day
holiday weekend.  


